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Tecade obtains AISC certi�cation to operate in the United States

TECADE

Tecade takes part in VII International Congress on Structures

Tecade has become one of the few companies in Europe to be certi�cated by 
AISC (The American Institute of Steel Construction). This new certi�cate makes 
us the only major steel construction company that has achieved this level of 
excellence.
The American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC is a non-partisan, 
not-for-pro�t technical institute and trade association to serve the structural 
steel design community and construction industry in the United States. AISC’s 
mission is to make structural steel the material of choice by being the leader in 
structural-steel-related technical and market-building activities, including: 
speci�cation and code development, research, education, technical assistance, 
quality certi�cation, standardization, and market development. 

The VII International Congress on Structures held by ACHE took place last june  at A Coruña, Spain. Tecade 
participated in coordination with Pontem Engineering, our engineering company, our associated. 
It was a wonderful opportunity to meet new companies in the civil engineering �eld and make new 
contacts as well as enjoy the interesting presentations from the di�erent speakers. 

AISC has a long tradition of service to the steel construction industry providing timely and reliable informa-
tion.
As part of AISC's mission, we emphasize:
 - Increasing the structural steel industry's share of the construction market
 - Unifying the industry with a common purpose
 - Increasing the structural steel industry’s share of the construction market 
 - Supporting and improving the ability of the structural steel industry to be both innovative and  
    competitive in a worldwide construction market.

OPENING DOORS - BROADENING HORIZONS 
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INDUSTRY PRIZE
TECADE, S.A. received the industry prize awarded by Cámara de Comercio de Sevilla during the “Noche de la 
economía y las empresas” event held last night. Congratulations to all the winners:  Aciturri, UNYQ SYSTEMS 
LIMITED, GrupoYbarra, Wellness Telecom, sevilla tour, Grupo LAR and Elías Hernández Barrera (Hisparroz).

Construction of the New Champlain Bridge represents one of North America’s biggest worksites. 
Conceived in keeping with sustainable development practices, the project will lead the way in modern 
engineering and urban integration. Our involvement with the project continues to progress satisfactorily.

Both the construction of the di�erent main structures in the bridge, the shipment from Seville to Canada 
and the placement on site are having good results.

New Champlain Bridge Project

TECADE obtains new and exciting awards 
and recognition
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The workload coming from o�shore industry undertaken by TECADE, S.A. is requiring the need 
for expanding the capacity of sheet bending.

Tecade strives to continually improve and renew its services which has lead it to incorporate a 
new cylinder at its facilities at the Port of Seville, TECADE YARD.

This new acquisition has a higher rolling capacity: up to 222mm thickness and it can reach up 
to 4 meters ferrule long; bene�ting us to improve our capacities and the possibility to cope 

with a challenging future.

A New Cylinder has been acquired


